


01MISTER’S
NOTES

December is a fixture-heavy month for us and we will be looking 
to surpass the physical and mental demands of the calendar and 
to end 2020 with as many points as we can. 

On a personal front, I’m grateful to have reached a little milestone 
in the game against Hyderabad which was my 50th game in 
charge of Bengaluru FC across competitions. I’ve always felt at 
home here, and you fans have played a very big part in making me 
feel that way. I feel we have a great set of players who want to 
keep achieving more season after season, and that’s everything a 
coach can ask for. 

I hope you all enjoy today’s game, and like always, our effort will 
be to leave you with a smile by the end of it. 

Love,
Carles

Hello everyone, 

I hope all of you have had a great week and have now settled in 
front of your screens to keep your date with us. Today we travel to 
the GMC Stadium where we take on Chennaiyin FC in what is our 
third game of the season. It has been a cautious start to the 
season for us from a points side of things, but on an intent front, 
we are always going for just one thing - the win. 

In Chennaiyin we know we will be up against a team that will ask 
questions of us and challenge us through the 90 minutes of the 
game. They will also be spurred by the fact that a missed penalty 
cost them all points against Kerala last week, and we will have to 
be wary about the way we go about things. Like a few teams, they 
too have made key changes to the squad and have a new coach 
with new ideas. 

This fixture has always been keenly contested and the fans have 
much to do with it. I am sure both sets of supporters would give 
an arm to be in the stadium today. While we will miss the 
atmosphere, there will be no compromise on the level of 
competition. 
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02BFC
SQUAD

   GOALKEEPERS

  1   GURPREET SINGH SANDHU

28  LALTHUAMMAWIA RALTE

30  LARA SHARMA

 

   DEFENDERS

  2   RAHUL BHEKE

  4   PRATIK CHAUDHARI

  5   JUAN ANTONIO GONZALEZ FERNANDEZ

10  HARMANJOT SINGH KHABRA

15  WUNGNGAYAM MUIRANG

19  AJITH KUMAR

24  JOE ZOHERLIANA

25  NAMGYAL BHUTIA

29  PARAG SATISH SHRIVAS

55  FRAN GONZALEZ

   MIDFIELDERS

  6   ERIK PAARTALU

13  AJAY CHHETRI

14  DIMAS DELGADO

22  ASHIQUE KURUNIYAN

27  SURESH WANGJAM

31  LEON AUGUSTINE

32  NAOREM ROSHAN SINGH

33  EMANUEL LALCHHANCHUAHA

35  BISWA DARJEE

36  THOI SINGH

37  AMAY MORAJKAR

 

   FORWARDS

  9   KRISTIAN OPSETH

11  SUNIL CHHETRI

17  EDMUND LALRINDIKA

18  THONGKHOSIEM HAOKIP

21  UDANTA SINGH

23  CLEITON SILVA

26  DESHORN BROWN
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03 CFC
SQUAD

   GOALKEEPERS

  1  KARANJIT SINGH

26  REVANTH BY

27  SAMIK MITRA

31  VISHAL KAITH

 

   DEFENDERS

  2   REAGAN SINGH

  3  LALCHHUANMAWIA FANAI

  5   ENES SIPOVIC

13  ELI SABIA

18  JERRY LALRINZUALA

22  DEEPAK TANGRI

23  REMI

35  BALAJI GANESAN

36  AQIB NAWAB

   MIDFIELDERS

  7  LALLIANZUALA CHHANGTE

  8  EDWIN VANSPAUL

10  RAFAEL CRIVELLARO

11  THOI SINGH

15  ANIRUDH THAPA

16  PANDIYAN SINIVASAN

17  DHANPAL GANESH

19  FATKHULLO FATKHULOEV

20  MEMO MOURA

21  ABHIJIT SARKAR

28  GERMANPREET SINGH

 

   FORWARDS

  9  JAKUB SYLVESTR

24  RAHIM ALI

29  AMAN CHETRI

99  ESMAEL GONCALVES
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04UPCOMING
GAMES

DECEMBER
8      NorthEast United FC         H

13    Kerala Blasters FC          H

17    Odisha FC                           A

21    ATK Mohun Bagan             A

28    Jamshedpur FC                 H

JANUARY
5      Mumbai City FC                                  H

9      SC East Bengal                                     H



05 STAT
ATTACK

3 WINS

3 LOSSES

1 DRAW

5
Bengaluru FC have had FIVE different
goalscorerS against Chennaiyin FC, with Sunil
Chhetri having found the net five times.

2
TWO CHENNAIYIN FC players have been sent off
in clashes between these sides. (Thoi Singh
2020, Henrique Sereno 2018).

FEB 9, 2019-20
0-0

There has only been ONE goalless 
encounter between these two sides, 
the most recent clash at the JN 
Stadium, in Chennai, in February.

THE SKIPPER HAS SCORED 5 GOALS
AGAINST CHENNAIYIN



JERSEY PARTNERS

OFFICIAL PARTNERS



06 THE BIG
PREVIEW

WINGS TO SPREAD
Both Chennaiyin FC and Bengaluru FC should be lining up with a 
similar combination of players on their wings - natural, wide and 
blessed with pace (Lallianzuala Chhangte and Udanta Singh) 
paired with a forward-turned-winger (Esmaël Gonçalves, Sunil 
Chhetri) whose attacking prowess will keep the defence on its 
toes. With the attacking midfielders (Rafael Crivellaro and Cleiton 
Silva) also drifting wide to find space, the full-backs could be 
stretched on both flanks. The wingers will play a crucial role 
tonight as their versatility brings unpredictability, which adds 
another dimension to the team’s attack.

ON THE FRONT OF THINGS
Both teams have added to their attacking options in the 
off-season, with Chennaiyin adding Jakub Sylvestr to lead their 
line while Bengaluru FC got Kristian Opseth to do the same. While 
the Slovakian and the Norwegian are settling into life in India, 
both coaches have had to dabble with alternates at different 
points in the game in an attempt to make a difference. Fatkhullo 
Fatkhuloev and Rahim Ali made good impressions off the bench 
for Chennaiyin while Dimas Delgado and Deshorn Brown did a 
similar job for Bengaluru. Will Csaba Laszlo and Carles Cuadrat 
stick with their choices or will they roll the dice tonight?

TWEAKING TACTICS
While both teams possess players who can pick apart defences 
with simple passes, the common theme between them is the 
ability to stay in control of the game when not in possession of the 
ball. While neither team has had more possession or played more 
passes than their opponents this campaign, they also haven’t 
spent any game with their backs to the goal. If a game of 
contrasting styles makes for a fascinating contest, this will be 
even more interesting considering both coaches will have to tweak 
their tactics slightly to come out on top.
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07KEY
PLAYERS

He’s only 22, but Anirudh Thapa is into a fifth 
Indian Super League campaign, which speaks for his 
maturity and importance to his team. Apart from being 
Chennaiyin’s key player in the middle of the pitch, the 
Dehradun-born player has been entrusted with a more 
advanced role this season. With his midfield partner 
Deepak Tangri playing a defensive role this season, Thapa 
has been more involved in the team’s attacks. His goal in 
the first minute of the game against Jamshedpur FC was a 
reward for the more advanced position he is deployed in, 
and the Blues will do well to be wary of his whereabouts.

ANIRUDH
THAPA



KEY
PLAYERS

Named the side’s captain ahead of the current 
campaign, the creator-in-chief for Chennaiyin FC has 
been playing with more freedom this season. Given the 
licence to drop deep or drift wide, Crivellaro is adept at 
shaking off his marker and finding space on the pitch. In 
both their matches this season, the Brazilian has had more 
touches of the ball and played more passes than any of his 
teammates. Given his ability to pick a pass from anywhere 
on the pitch, Crivellaro is also, unsurprisingly, the side’s 
first-choice when it comes to set-pieces.

Rafael
Crivellaro



KEY
PLAYERS

Esmaël ‘Isma’ Gonçalves’ addition to the 
squad has given Chennaiyin the flexibility of playing 
with a wide forward this season. Primarily a striker who is 
capable of playing down the flanks, the Guinea-Bissau 
international’s hold-up play is just as good as his turn of 
pace - like his idol Didier Drogba. Isma has been involved 
in both goals Chennaiyin have scored this season, assisting 
Thapa’s opening minute goal while also opening his 
account for the season from the penalty spot.

Esmaël
Gonçalves



08 ALL THE
ANSWERS

‘The reaction tells
us how high we’ve set
the bar’
Gurpreet Singh Sandhu Isn’t Oblivious To The 
Fact That His Side Haven’t Had The Best Of 
Starts, But He Says The Reaction From Within 
The Camp And Others, Speaks Volumes About 
The Benchmark The Blues Have Set…

In just three seasons, Gurpreet Singh Sandhu has managed to 
keep 26 clean sheets in the Indian Super League, just two short of 
the number one spot. While the Blues have begun their campaign 
with two draws, he believes the reaction of his teammates and 
those in the fraternity tells him a lot about the side he plays for.

“It’s definitely not the start that we would have liked to have, but 
that’s football. We know that other teams want to do well against 
us because of the standards we have set and that’s a good thing. I 
think we are still finding our feet as team due to the lack of game 

time that we’ve got together. The positives are there, because we 
are defending and fighting until the end, even when things aren’t 
going our way. I think the most important thing is to not lose all 
the points because they matter a lot.”

While Social Media has had its opinions of the Blues’ start to the 
campaign, Gurpreet says he steers clear from the ones that are 
intended to bog the team down. He says that the will to win is 
what matters. “I honestly don’t pay too much attention to what 
people are saying or have said. We have set such standards so 
high that if we don’t win a game, it feels like a loss. But that isn’t 
true. We go out there trying to do our best and to win, we might 
not succeed every time, but most important is to try to win game 
in and game out.”

Up against Chennaiyin FC, the 28-year-old believes his side will 
have to be at their best to take something out of the game. 
“Chennaiyin have been one of the strongest teams in the League 
since the very beginning. They are always tough to play, and those 
are the games that you love to take part in, as footballers. I am 
really looking forward for the clash and to keep testing ourselves 
against one of the most competitive teams in the League.” 

Speaking of personal targets, Gurpreet says he has a clearer 
picture with regards to what he expects of himself. “I think with 

experience and a bit of game time under my belt my goals have 
become more refined, I want to try and be consistent and to 
replicate the quality, or to better it because I know that is the only 
way I can help the team.”

In this strange new setting, Gurpreet, who has carved a special 
bond with his supporters, believes they are the biggest miss. “I 
cannot tell you how much we miss the fans. Not enough can ever 
be said about how important they are to us. But, under the 
circumstances, knowing that they are safe at home and watching 
us from their phones, TVs, tablets gives us a sense of 
responsibility. We want to do well for them and perform better. We 
want to give them as much joy as we can.”

As one of the senior members in the squad, Gurpreet says the 
mood in the camp has been positive. “The mood in the camp is 
good. Every player knows that improving as a team is also, at 
some level, an individual effort. We have been analysing our 
performances, and trying to improve ourselves as players. 
Hopefully we will surf the very tide that is trying to wash us out.”
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1    ATK MOHUN BAGAN

4    HYDERABAD FC

0213

2    MUMBAI CITY FC 1023

3    NORTHEAST UNITED FC
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1
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5
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0202 0 26    BENGALURU FC




